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Title word cross-reference

#swineflu [KSS14].

H [HC11]. K [LKZ+15]. l [PCK21].

-diversity [PCK21]. -means [LKZ+15].


2015 [BJJK17], 2017 [JRYY19], 2018 [DFJ20].

Absorptive [HL21]. Academic [AMZ20].
Access [RSM+17, RSM+21, XWLC19].
accumulation [NM12]. Accurate [EV13].

ACM [Che10]. Activities [CRW19, WZZ20]. Activity [PCK21, ZBX+21, AC10]. Acute [MH13].
Ad [MSD17, SWB19]. Adapt [EV13].
Adapter [SK12]. Adapting [ZZX+18].
Adoption [KS13, ZTD+13]. Adversarial [SMY20]. Advertising [LZX16, LCC17].
Agency [BR15]. Agent [LAYR13, YHLW15, GIY11].
Agent-Oriented [YHLW15]. Aggregation [PHL+21]. agile [CRAH10]. AI [PGPB19, ZZYT21]. AI-Based [PGPB19].
AIDCOV [ZKMK21]. Alerts [SMY20].
Algorithm [MSD17, WEM+13, XWC21, HL11].
Algorithms
[BDLC20, EV13, GUH16, LCS20, SKC21].
Alignment [CNJ13, UL13, XWC21].
Alliance [BMS17, Amateur [XZB21].
Ambiguity [DSZ17, LHT15], Among [BMRW15, SKT11].
Analyses [ZCL15].
Analysis [AMZ20, BSPP18, BMV21, BR15, KZ20, KOH21, KJRD16, KUH21, NST21, PWS15, WR12, YZJ19, ZGG13, ZAZC18, AC10, KY11].
Analytical [WWL15].
Analytics [BMS17, CGS12, LCC13, QGRT21, SKC21, SJC15].
Analyzing [LZLL21].
Android [PMH20].
Annealing [MHT19].
Annealing-based [MHT19].
Anomaly [NSK21].
Anonymization [PKC21].
Anonymous [WCX21].
Answering [KF19].
App [MSD17].
Application [KS13, ZNJ19, PZH11].
Applications [HSK17, LCS20, ZTD13, ZCL15].
Approach [ARLEG17, BRH15, CNJ13, Ema19, HBK20, NST21, QGRT21, STASH20, SJC15, SSY16, TZ20, WR12].
Approaches [HZZ2].
Articulation [DW11].
Art [ZAZC18].
Artful [DM15].
article [LR11].
Artifacts [SSY16, BFV12].
Artificial [SKC20, SKC21, ZMK21].
Aspect [TZ20].
Assessing [OUA21].
Assessment [FKBW15, KZ19].
Assignment [RSM17].
assignments [GIY11].
Assistive [EV13].
Assurance [FKBW15].
Asynchronous [SK12].
Attack [COS21].
Attacks [KUH21, WXR10].
Attention [XLLX18].
Attribute [RSM21].
Attribute-Based [RSM21].
Attribution [STASH20].
Auctions [SWB19].
Audit [LYC16].
Audits [ZML13].
Augmentation [SNS17].
Australian [KC13, PWS15].
Author [STASH20].
Autocorrelations [ZTD13].
Automated [ACC21, COS21, LHT15, NSK21].
Availability [XLZ16].
Available [YYJ14].
Aware [LT16, UTL20, QGRT21].
Awareness [HBK20].
away [BKSZ10].
AZEmo [YZJ19].
Based [DBC14, DMJ13, FKBW15, JRYY19, KTF15, KZ20, LHT15, NZK15, LC16, LSM21, MSB20, MSD17, PGPB19, RSM17, RSM21, UTL20, WH13, XLLX18, ZLY15, AM20, Ema19, MAKH11, MHT19, RNC11, WXR10].
Behavioral [ARLEG17, LZX16, RADS12].
Behaviors [ALJ12].
Benchmark [ZLC18].
Benefits [MH13].
Between [Kak17, LC19].
Bidders [SWB19].
Big [TST18].
Binary [LCS20, ZTD13].
Biometric [SG11].
Blacklisting [HBK20].
Blackouts [PPC20].
Blockchain [WCX21].
Blockchain-based [WCX21].
Blockchain-based [WMV18].
Bookmarking [WR12].
Botnet [KZ15].
Boundary [JCM15].
BPM [SSY16].
Breaking [AFD21].
Bride [SCT13].
Broadband [PCLL19].
broadcasting [RW11].
broadr [NB11].
Building [Goo14, HBL14].
Business [BRH15, BSPP18, CGS12, CNJ13, FKBW15, GUH16, GSV15, JII19, LCC13, MWV18, MH13, OAHY21, SSY16, SJKP17, UL13, XLZ16, YHLW15, RW11, SRS11].
Business-to-Consumer [SJKP17].
CAE [Goo14].
Can [LAY13].
Candlestick [TQ14].
Capacity [HL21].
capital [DFP11].
Capping [HSK17].
Care [KC13, MH13, ZML13].
Case [BTZ17, BMFL15, NM15, WCL21].
Cashless [Sre20].
Casual [RB12].
Catastrophic [PHL21].
Catching [HYG19].
Categories [KZ20].
Categorization [TLK20].
Cautionary [PHL21].
centered [PZH11].
Challenges [SGK17]. Chain [KTF15].
Challenges [BDLC20, KCSTM18, MWV18, BGMS11, Che11]. Change
[ARLEG17, LAYR13, LTC12]. Changes
[SGK17]. characteristics [AZ12].
Characterization [PMH20]. Charts
[TQ14]. Chat
[DMJ13, STASH20, GIYZ11]. Chat-Based
[DMJ13]. Checking [JADT15]. Chest
[ZKMK21]. Chinese [YZJ19]. Choice
[HHZ12]. CIOs [DW11]. Clarity [TW17]. Classes
[LS17]. Classification
[DSZ17, KTF15, GIYZ11, HL11]. Classifiers [BSA14]. Click [GSS16].
Click-Through-Rate [GSS16]. Clinical
[BMFL15, MO13, PWS15, QGRT21, SYS13]. Cloud
[EFK10, MAKH11, OAHY21, XWL19]. Cloud-based
[MAKH11]. Clustering
[LHT15]. Coherence
[LT16]. Coherence-Aware
[LT16]. collaboration
[Kan11, LR11, collaborative [PZH11].
Collective [LZK21]. Colleges [Goo14].
Combination [BSA14]. Combining
[LZK16]. Commerce [TLK20, YZJ19].
Communication
[DMJ13, KC13, KSS14, SK12, VSRU13]. Communities
[LSS20, WWL15, WZZS20]. community
[SKT11]. Compact
[CLKH19, XWC21]. Comparative
[PWS15]. Comparison [ZGJ13].
Competitive [ZGJ13]. complementary
[DFP11]. Complexity
[COS12, JL15, KS15, KUH21]. Compliance
[JADT15, NM15, OUAC21]. Complications
[KS15]. components
[MCTC11]. Composition
[SK12, ZLY15, ZJN19]. Compression
[LYC16]. Computation [GSS16].
Computational [DBC14]. Computer
[DFP11]. Computing [EFK10, XWLC19].
Concentration [GSS16]. Concept
[LHT15]. Concept-Based
[LHT15]. Conceptual
[LS17, PBT18]. Concerns
[LZJ21]. Concerning
[ARV11]. Contemporary
[DJS18]. Content
[BMV21, LT16, WR12, YYY14]. Context
[PFD13, UTL20]. Context-Aware
[UTL20]. Context-Sensitive
[PFD13]. Contexts
[Kak17]. Contextual
[LZX16, SNS12]. Contingency
[SKT15]. Continuous
[TWC16]. Continuous-Space
[TWC16]. Contractual
[NM15]. Contrasting
[ZTD13]. Contributed
[YY14]. Contributions
[Goo14]. contributors
[SKT11]. Control
[DM15, HBL14, OUAC21, RSM17, RSM21].
Controlling
[HSK17]. Convolutional
[WCL21]. coordinate
[MM12]. Coordination
[SKT15]. Corporate
[AC10]. Correlated
[PGPB19]. CorRSAI
[ABE12]. County
[ZBX21]. County-Level
[ZBX21]. COVID
[ABE12, BMR, LSM21, ZB21, ZKM21].
COVID-19
[ABE12, BMR, LSM21, ZB21, ZKM21].
COVID-Safe
[LSM21]. Created
[LS17]. Creation
[SK12]. Credit
[LTC12]. Criteria
[ZNJ19]. CT
[ABE12]. Cues
[DMJ13]. Culture
[HBL14]. Customer
[LP16, PHCS11]. customers
[GIYZ11]. Customization
[KF19]. Cyber
[Goo14, HBJ10, KZ20, PGPB19, PCC12, PHL21, SMY19].
Cyber-Insured
[PGPB19]. Cyber-Risk
[PHL21]. Cybercrime
[PCLL19]. Cybersecurity
[AMZ20, OUAC21, SKC20]. Cyberworld
[SCT13].
Daily
[PC21]. Data
[BRH15, BMFL15, HLG14, LZX21, LT16, MO13, MSU20, NSK21, PGPB19, PCK21,
PMH+20, SKC21, TSCT18, ZZYT21, AZ12, FCGK10, MAKH+11. Data-Driven [BRH+15, PMH+20]. Databases [KUH21].
Dataflow [GSV15]. Deal [BMRIW15]. Deceit [EDBK21]. Deceptive [DMJ+13].
Deciphering [ZLC12]. Decision [ARV11, KOH+21, MOI3]. Decisions [HCLN12, KS13, YRUP14].
Designing [RW11]. Detecting [AFD+21, BTZ17, CRW19, DMJ+13].
Detection [BDLC20, COS+21, KTF15, LKZ+15, MSB20, NSK+21, PFD+13, XLLX18, ZKMK21, LLD+11, MAKH+11].
Disciplinary [SKC20, SKC21]. Discipline [CGS12, SKC20, NM12]. disclosures [WXR10]. Discontinuity [TSCT18].

E-Commerce [TLK20, YZJ+19].
e-customers [GIYZ11]. Early [HL21, KSS14]. Economic [Rre20]. Economics [PHL+21, PCLL19].
Ecosystem [BRH+15]. Ecosystems [BSPP18]. ecoxight [BSPP18]. Edge [MSB20]. Edge-Based [MSB20]. Editorial [Che10, Che11, JL15].
Emotional [KC13]. Empathic [LAYR13].
Enhancement [BFV12]. Ensemble [STASH20]. Ensembles [STASH20].
Entropy [BMV21]. Entry [ZLL+19]. Environment [BR15, DBC+14].
Epidemiology [DBC+14]. Equal [LS17].
Evaluating [FN18]. Evaluation [BDLC20, MFSK+17, ZAZC18, Cha11, MMW11].
Event [MFSK+17, PLW+17, RADS12].
Ex-ante [LSS20]. Ex-post [LSS20].
Expectation [WEM+13]. Explaining [Uhl11]. Exploiting [TZLX21].
Exploration [BSPP18, DJS18, HL21].
Exploratory [BN5W15, Sre20]. Exploring [DLN+21]. Expressways [WCL+21].
Extracting [TZ20]. Extraction [BMV21].

Family [JCMR15]. Fast [PFD+13].
Feasibility [PPC+20]. Feature [NSK+21, SNS+20]. Features [DSZ17, KZ19, LSM+21]. field [DGM+10].
Finance [TWC16]. Financial [AVR21, BMV21, LTC+12, LP16, NMS12, RCTF18, TSCT18, LLKC11]. Findings [NMS12, MMW11]. Fine [HSK17].
Fine-Grained [HSK17]. Firm [ZCL15].
Firm-Related [ZCL15]. Firms [PGPB19].
First [PGPB19, Che10]. Fit [ZZX+18].
Fitness [GH13]. Fitness-Utility [GH13].
Flexibility [HBL14]. Flexible [KOH+21, XWLC19]. flower [Cha11].

[LZW+19]. Frequency [CSXW17]. Fully [HCLN12]. Fusion [TZLX21]. Future [LFS18, ZB21, DGM+10].

Generative [SMY20]. generic [SRS11].
Genetic [XWC21]. Geo [SNS+20].
Grammars [LS17]. grand [Che11]. Graph [Ema19, WCL+21]. Graph-based [Ema19].
Growth [Sre20, YDS+13]. Guided [TZ20].

Handed [HYG19, LZW+19]. Handle [ZZYT21]. Health [ARLEG17, BMR+21, EYS+17, FN18, LAYR13, WZZS20, YLA13, YYJ14, YDS+13].
Health-Consumer-Contributed [YYJ14].
Healthcare [EFK+20]. hedging [DDGR11].
Help [LAYR13]. Helpfulness [KZ19, NYS12]. Heterogeneous [HSK17, GIYZ11]. Heuristics [ZNJ19].
Hierarchy [KZ19]. High [AFD+21]. CSXW17, CLYH19, DBC+14, ZBX+21].
High-Engaging [AFD+21].
High-Frequency [CSXW17].
High-Quality [CLYH19].
High-Resolution [ZBX+21]. Higher
[HL21]. Highly [MO13]. Holes [BN5W15].
Home [HYG19]. Hong [LZL21].
Hospitals [MH13, PWS+15]. human [DFP11].

Ideas [DGM+10]. Identification [BN5W15, EDBK21, GVP21]. Identifying [BDD+21, GHK+20]. Images [ZKMK21].
Imbalanced [MO13]. Impact [AZ12].
BMR+21, CNJ13, HBL14, LCC17, LR11].
Impacts [MH13, Che11, HC11].
Impediments [NM15]. imperfect
[GIYZ11]. Implementation [CNJ13].
Implementing [FN18]. Improve [TW17].
Improved [EV13]. Improving
[FKBW15, MSD17]. In-App [MSD17].
Incentive [MH13]. Incentives [SJKP17].
Incident [KZ20, WCL+21].
Incident-related [WCL+21]. Inclusion
[AVR21]. Inclusive [AVR21]. Increasing
[LS17]. Incremental [JHC19]. Indebted
[LSS20]. Index [AVR21, HC11]. India
[Sre20]. Individual [LZK21]. Industrial
[COS+21]. Industry [BTZ17]. INF
[AVR21]. INF-PIE [AVR21]. Inference
[AVR21, SYS+13]. Influence [XLLX18].
Influence-Based [XLLX18]. Information
[BMV21, Bur16, CLYH19, CGS12, EYS+17,
FN18, GLC+20, HCLN12, JRYY19, KS13,
KCSM18, RCFT18, UL13, YDS+13, HC11,
Kan11, MMW11, NM12, PHCS11, WXR10,
NB11]. Innovation [GUH16]. Insecurity
[LSS20, QGRT21, Tuz11, WWL+15, WH13,
MM12, NM12, SKT11]. Knowledge
[AVR21, SYS+13]. Knowledge-aware
[QGRT21]. Knowledge-Sharing
[WWL+15]. Kong [LZLL21].
labeling [HL11]. Language
[BPT18, TWC16, XZBZ21, LLK+11]. Large
[FKBW15]. Large-Scale [FKBW15].
Latent [NST21, PZH11]. Layer [CSW17].
Learning [ABE+21, BDD+21, COS+21,
DAHND18, DGBK21, HF19, SG21, TZX20,
ULT20, WZZS20, ZZX+18]. Level
[ZBX+21]. Leveraging [LZX21]. Like
[XZBZ21]. Likely [PPC+20]. Likes
[BMVW15, PHL+21]. linguistic [KY11].
Link [LFS18]. Links [LCC17]. Live
[GIYZ11]. Live-chat [GIYZ11]. Local
[LZL20]. Locations [LZK21]. Logs
[PLW+17]. Look [PGPB19]. Losses [KZ20].
Loyalty [Kak17].

Machine
[BMV21, GSS16, BGMS11, DDGR11].
Mail [SCT+13]. Mail-Order-Bride
[SCT+13]. Majority [KLL19]. malware
[MAKH+11]. Management
[HMN+16, LHT15, MWV+18, OAHY21,
SSY16, WH13, XLZ+16, Tzx11]. Mapping
[LHT15]. Market [WH13]. Market-Based
[WH13]. Markets
[BMV21, GSS16, BGMS11, DDGR11].
Matching [MHT19]. Mathematical

Measure [MBFK+17]. Measurements [MPBH20]. measures [MCTC11].


Mobile [LZW+19, LZK21]. Model [GH13, PCK21, RCFT18, VSRU13, WCL+21, XLLX18, ZZA+13, ZBX+21, ZMK21].

Modeling [CRAH10, DBC+14, HMN+16, JHC19, LTC+12, LS17, NST21, PBT18, WEM+13, LLK+11, PZH11, ALJH12].


Much [SWB19]. Multi [QGRT21, SKC20, SKC21, SG21]. Multi-Disciplinary [SKC20, SKC21].


Network-based [WCL+21]. Networks [BR15, CRW19, LFS18, Orm13, PPC+20, SMY20, ZGG13].

Neural [CXSW17]. News [AFD+21, BR15, GHK+20, GVP21, LTC+12, Uhl11, BR15]. Next [LSS15].


Oblivious [PPC+20]. Occupancy [LSM+21]. OFDM [LSM+21]. OFDM-Based [LSM+21]. off [COS+21].


Ontology [LHT15, MHT19, XWC21].

Ontology-Based [LHT15]. Open [BDLC20, BNSW15, BSA14, KJRD16].

Open-Source [BNSW15, BSA14]. Operations [KOH+21, PHCS11]. Opportunities [KCSTM18, MWV+18, vda12].

Opportunity [CGS12]. Optimal [LT16, PGPB19, RSM+17, RSM+21, SK12].

Optimizing [HYG19, XWC21]. Options [KS13, DDDR11]. Order [SCT+13].

Organizational [JADT15, RSM+15, TZX21].

Organizations [RSM+21, KY11].

Organizing [WR12]. Oriented [YHLW15, ZNJ19]. Originating [ALJH12].

Outages [BTZ17]. Outcomes [BMRW15, ZTD+13]. Outlier [BDLC20].
Outliers [BDD+21]. Outsourced [MSU+20]. Overview [vdA12].


Paradigm [EDBK21]. Participation [KJRD16]. Partitioned [MSU+20].

Partnerships [GHK+20]. party [GHK+20].

Passive [LSM+21]. Pathways [ZML+13].

Patient [EFK+20, ZML+13, RADS12].


People [KC13]. Perceived [HBL14, Kak17].


Phenomenon [SCT+13]. Phone [LZK21].

PIE [AVR21]. Platform [MSD17, SJKP17].


Postmarketing [YYJ14]. Power [BTZ17, HSK17]. Practice [KF19].

Practices [JCMR15]. Precision [LS17].


Presence [RR20, XLZ+16]. Presented [JRYY19].

Preservation [CLYH19].


Privacy [AVR21, EV13, EFK+20, KLL19, MO13, PCK21, RRN21, SKC21, SG21, ZB21, FCKG10].

Privacy-Enhanced [EV13].


Product [JCMR15, Kak17, TLK20, ZGZ13].

productivity [HC11]. Products [LLZ20].

Profile [LZK21]. Profiles [PLW+17].

Program [CGS12, HM13]. Progress [BMFL15, ZB21]. Project [SJC15].

Projects [FKBW15, KJRD16, NM15].

Promise [ZB21]. Promoting [ALJH12].

propagation [ARV11]. Property [ACC+21]. protection [FCKG10].

prototype [MM11]. prototypes [LLK11]. PSS [LK+15].

Public [LZLL21, DW11]. Publicly [YYJ14].

publishing [FCKG10]. Purchase [CSS17].

Push [LT16]. Putting [KF19].

Q&A [WWL+15]. QoS [HMN+16].

Qualities [HH19]. Quality [BMFL15, CLYH19, RCFT18, Kan11, LR11, PHCS11].

Quantitative [FKBW15]. Question [KF19]. Question-Answering [KF19].

R&D [SJC15]. Radiography [ZKMK21].

Random [ZZA+13]. Randomized [RR20].

Rank [LCS+20]. Rank-one [LCS+20].


Recommendation [LFS18, ZZ+13]. Recommendations [UTL20].
Recommender [GUH16, JJ19, AZ12].


Understanding \cite{BRH+15, BMS17, BMR+21, WWL+15}.

Unfair \cite{RR20}.

Unique \cite{CGS12}.

Universal \cite{SSY16}.

Universities \cite{Goo14}.

University \cite{KOH+21}.

Untrustworthy \cite{GHK+20}.

Use \cite{Kak17, KSS14, BFV12, DFP11, MM12}.

User \cite{Kak17, Lzk21, RSM+15, WZZS20}.

Using \cite{ACC+21, ABE+21, BMS17, BSPP18, BTZ17, BSA14, DMJ+13, GHK+20, GVP21, LKZ+15, LSM+21, LTL+12, NYS12, PCK21, WR12, YYJ14, ZZYT21, Cha11, LkK11}.

Utility \cite{BTZ17, GLC+20, GH13}.

Utility-Driven \cite{GLC+20}.

Valuation \cite{WH13}.

Value \cite{CSS17, FKBW15, GUH16, JJ19, DDGR11}.

Values \cite{Kak17}.

Variable \cite{LS515}.

Vast \cite{KLL19}.

Vendor \cite{HCLN12, SJKP17}.

Veracity \cite{SMY20}.

via \cite{HSK17, TLK20, TWC16, WEM+13, ZML+13}.

Video \cite{EV13}.

View \cite{ZLY+15}.

Virtual \cite{LZW+19, LAYR13, BKSZ10, MM12, SKT11}.

vision \cite{NB11}.

Virtualization \cite{BSPP18}.

Visualizing \cite{Cha11}.

vs \cite{NMS12, SK12}.

vulnerability \cite{WXR10}.

wage \cite{DFP11}.

Walk \cite{ZZA+13}.

Warning \cite{KSS14}.

Weakly \cite{TZ20}.

Web \cite{Cha11, DJS18, DBC+14, Ema19, HMN+16, WR12, ZCL15}.

Web-Based \cite{DBC+14}.

Website \cite{HH19}.

Websites \cite{GHK+20}.

Weighted \cite{LCS+20}.

Welcome \cite{Che10}.

Wellbeing \cite{KC13, YLA13}.

while \cite{RSM+15}.

Who \cite{ALJH12, LR11, LSS15}.

WiFi \cite{LSM+21}.

wiki \cite{KAN11}.

Wikipedia \cite{LR11}.

wikis \cite{AC10}.

Will \cite{PHL+21}.

Window \cite{GSS16}.

within \cite{BFV12}.

WITS \cite{BJJ17, DFJ20}.

Word \cite{ACC+21, LHT15, ZGG13, ZLC12}.

Word-of-Mouth \cite{ZCG13, ZLC12}.

WordNet \cite{TZ20}.

WordNet-Guided \cite{TZ20}.

Workforce \cite{Goo14}.

Workshop \cite{JRYY19}.

workspace \cite{MM12}.

World \cite{DAHND18}.

Worth \cite{LC19}.

Write \cite{XZBZ21}.
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